Guide to producing your book

You have written your book and are looking for a publisher.
What we offer:
Offer options to get your book produced - in house or different
online solutions - for both picture and text based books.
Discussion on production costs for each individual book. Some are
keyed from handwritten notes and some are produced from text
supplied in digital form. It also depends on the size, mono or colour
and amount of work undertaken, an estimate can be given on an
hourly rate and invoices are raised from time sheets. Variations in
estimated price usually depends on how many changes or revisions are
made.
Type up your handwritten or audio manuscript if required
Discuss with you about the layout your book for style - such as style,
font, indents, drop caps, headers and footers etc.
Layout the book
Supply PDF or paper proofs - usually chapter by chapter or as is most
suitable
Amend copy and supply printed pages
Prepare your book contents and cover
Issue ISBN
Get your book printed

What

in house (some services can be outsourced):

Offer editing services
Proof reading
Distribution or sales (other than introductions via social media or
website via Exmoor News)

It is worth spending a bit of time considering the look of your pages.

Photobooks

After all your hard work, here are a few notes which may make your
life easier when considering getting your work printed.
Spiral, staple and perfect binding is available. Perfect binding is the most
popular and this document outlines requirement for perfect binding. Spine
depth depends on number of pages, a minimum of 130 is needed.
6 x 9”is the standard size for publication but a wide range is available.
Covers come in a variety of finishes including matt and gloss in various
weights. The paper inside is either bright white or cream (this depends on
what type of book it is and how many pages). Other options may be
available.
When being printed for perfect binding even one coloured full stop within
your document means you will pay for a colour print. If you are using colour
in your publication it makes sense to make the most of it by using colour in
your design. You can have a colour cover with a mono inner.
Font style and size, leading, indent, page style, justified or range left text,
drop caps, headers and footers etc., are all important. If your book is plain
text the standard is Garamond 10pt. Justified. 6” x 9”. Be sure you like the
design of the page before the entire book is laid out as this will save edits.
Typesetting service available. Please note proof reading is not included.
Any image or background on the cover or interior that touches the edge
when printed needs to include an extra .125" of image (bleed) to ensure that
there is no white space on the edges when the book is printed and bound.
Interior: If you would like images to extend to the edge in the interior, the file
must include sufficient bleed. This means that the file should be submitted
exactly .125" wider (bleed is on the outside of the interior file) and .25"
higher than the selected trim size. For example, a 6” x 9” book with bleed
should be submitted at 6.125" x 9.25." This extra space ensures that if a

shift occurs in manufacturing, the images will still fully extend to the trim lines
when printed.
Decide on unit or multiple ISBN (International Standard Book Number), US or
country of publication.
Copyright shown as: "© your name date".
Text and image and design and layout. Authors moral rights asserted.
These options may vary, ie. Up to 2,500 characters for bio (appx 450 words)
and up to 4,000 characters for description.
Bank account no, sort code, SWIFTBIC and IBAN, Tax UTR number (where
royalties are paid to).
Sale price depends on size, number of pages, colour or mono pages and
how you have setup your distribution channels. There is a minimum list price
you can sell for which covers print and online costs.
Search keywords can help your title show up on both online bookstore and
search engines - much as they do with websites. Pick phrases that you think
customers are likely to use when either searching for your title specifically, or
when shopping for products that may be similar in subject matter. You can
add up to five keyword phrases separated by commas (or as the site
requires).
You can order just one book if you wish.
The production and format is different for eBooks than for printed books.
eBooks allow text to flow, have no headings or folios and allow the user to
make some of the formatting decisions such as font size.
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We would like to thank the authors for their kind permission to use
their images

